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The PowerTracker management system allows 
for tracking, auditing, risk management, and 
bill verifi cation for your entire site portfolio. 
By combining our software with expert energy 
analysts allows for new cost saving discoveries 
along with the automation of your site portfolio.

PowerTracker Features

• Unique two-part service providing both a database 
 and analyst to help industrials manage their entire 
 power portfolio

• Our effi  cient and experienced team will analyze your 
 data and perform critical cost-savings assessments 
 on your billing data

Why Use Rodan’s PowerTracker:

 Unique two-part service
      providing both a database and
      analyst

 Customized streams - pick 
 and use only what you need

 Eliminates need for multiple   
 contractors

 Provides billing certainty

 Auditable savings - easy
 to track

 Mitigates risk when divesting 
 property

 Zero up front cost for Cost
    Savings stream. Only pay if we 
      fi nd cost savings opportunities
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The ability to pick and choose the “streams” of your choice enables you to customize  
the best solution for your power management needs.

About Rodan Energy Solutions

Rodan Energy delivers intelligent energy solutions to large consumers, distributors, and power 
producers. With our expertise in metering, Demand Response, energy analytics, and engineering, 
we enable our clients to reduce their total energy spend, enhance power system reliability, and 
help develop a sustainable energy future.

Cost-Saving Opportunities (Shared Savings):
1. Locating sites for contract reduction  
 opportunities or salvage (NOTE: a buy-down 
 is a contract reduction opportunity) 
2. Detect and manage power factor issues 
 and implement changes when required
3. Verify past billing and meter reads to ensure  
 correct utility charges
4. No up-front cost, Rodan takes a portion  
 of the realized savings
5. If Rodan is unable to find cost-saving  
 opportunities, there is no fee for the service
6. No risk, high reward

There are two ways to take advantage of Rodan’s PowerTracker service:

Risk Management Opportunities (Subscription):
1. Cost-centre verification and updates to  
 ensure correct allocations 
 
2. Manage grid connections from application 
 through energization  
3. Manage Acquisition and disposition of power 
 sites and contracts  
4. Put Rodan’s team of expert energy analysts  
 to work for you  
5. Monthly subscription based on  
 required services


